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INTRODUCTION 
For the past three years the Anchorage Park Foundation (APF) and Parks for All have worked to raise 
funds for Inclusive Play across Anchorage. Through Anchorage Parks and Recreation and the public-
private partnership we now have five All Inclusive Playgrounds in Anchorage, which go beyond the ADA 
accessibility standards that are commonly used to design playgrounds. This upcoming 2016 season, our 
department hopes to do four playground improvements that will include updates to surfacing, equipment, 
and site amenities to increase this number of Inclusive Playgrounds.  These projects are funded by a 
combination of private donations, Reitman Inclusive Play Funds, a Neighborhood Challenge Grant. State 
grants and Rasmuson Foundation Inclusive Play funds, Rasmuson Foundation Clean & Green funds.   
 
 
PLANNING AND PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 
Public involvement is an important component of any planning process.  To ensure that the Duldida Park 
Improvements align with the desires of the community, a public involvement process was led by 
Anchorage Parks and Recreation.   
 
Outreach: In November 2015, Park Planner Taylor Keegan began outreach with a presentation at the 
Mountain View Community Council.  Taylor also put up flyers advertising the park improvements and the 
formation of a Community Advisory Group at the Mountain View Library, Red Apple Market, Surf Laundry 
and Dry Cleaners, and Anchorage Land Trust. She also gathered members of the community who work 
with children and adults with disabilities to ensure the fully-inclusive nature of the improvements would be 
wholly considered in the design. Two workshops were done with the Community Advisory Group at 
Anchorage Land Trust, and an additional design workshop was done at “Teen Night” at the Mountain 
View Boys and Girls Club in December.  
 
CAG Member Tasks  

 Assist Parks & Recreation by identifying and prioritizing park improvements  
 Keep the Community Council informed of VIP Committee progress 
 Recruit neighborhood volunteers for the volunteer-powered summer project 
 Volunteer on the volunteer day   
 Celebrate the completed park project!  

 
The Community Advisory Group prioritizes park improvements for each project. Additionally, they assist 
with the fix-it projects which focus on improvements to existing facilities in parks that have received poor 
reviews through the Anchorage Park Report Card.   
 
Taylor hosted two meetings with an advisory group.  The primary role of the advisory group was to assist 
the planning team in reviewing public input and to develop recommendations to be included in the park 
improvements.  The advisory group consists of a wide range of interest including park neighbors, local 
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business owners, Municipal Planning staff, a representative from Programs for Infants and Children, the 
Arc of Anchorage, and Anchorage Land Trust. 
 
 
Duldida Park 

 
 

Duldida Park is a neighborhood use park located in the Mountain View neighborhood in North 
Anchorage.  The park is located in the heart of Mountain View’s residential neighborhood, along 
Thompson Street and Hoyt Street.  The playground is within walking distance of the two other major 
parks in the neighborhood- William B. Lyons Park and Davis Park. Parking is located on-street. It 
currently has a 2-5 and 5-12 year old play area, a walkway, a two trash cans, seating area, and an open 
lawn area.  
 
In 2008, 5th and 6th graders from Mountain View Elementary Schools completed the Anchorage Park 
Report Card that identified several areas for improvement including repairing and cleaning play 
equipment, adding swings, improving maintenance practices in the park, removing graffiti and litter by 
adding trash cans, and establish appropriate locations for a dog station. A park Fix-It was done in 2011, 
which included removing graffiti and litter, working on some of the landscaping for the park, and trimming 
the evergreen trees to improve sight lines. Playground improvements and a dog station need to be added 
in order to fulfil the requests on the report card.  
 
Funding for this project includes a $95k state legislative grant, a $100k private donation, $20k from the 
Reitman Foundation for inclusive playground improvements and another $65kof Rasmuson Foundation 
Clean and Green funds. 
 
Parks and Recreation will be upgrading the play equipment and other amenities within Duldida Park 
focusing on the existing play area.  By concentrating improvements in this area, Parks and Recreation 
hopes to create space that facilitates positive use and provide more accessible play for the neighbors of 
Mountain View.  The proposed improvements will provide an all-inclusive playground and promote more 
community use through incorporation of a plaza area, and improvements of existing circulation. 
 
2015 Improvements 

Contracted Work: 
• Purchase and install new play equipment 

• Add ADA accessible surfacing to the play area 

• Provide a central gathering area  to connect the renovated picnic and playground areas 

• Install a dog station at the current access along Hoyt Street 
  

Volunteer Effort: 
• Paint bollards along Hoyt and Thompson  
• Landscaping activities including Tree Planting and education on Stormwater management 

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
The proposed improvements for the two Neighborhood Park Improvement projects are supported by their 
relevant community council and have been selected by the Community Advisory Group committee for 
each Park. The Department recommends that the Parks & Recreation Commission pass the proposed 
resolution to support the improvements for the Neighborhood Park Improvements projects as presented. 
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PRC RES NO. 2016-04 
Duldida Playground Improvements 

 
WHEREAS, the Anchorage Parks and Recreation Commission serves in an advisory capacity to 
both the Mayor and the Assembly; and 
 

WHEREAS, the Anchorage Parks and Recreation Commission has the responsibility and duty to 
provide for the long term vision of our park system by ensuring that a balance of parks, natural 
resources, and recreation facilities provides for the health, welfare, and safety of all residents of 
the Anchorage Bowl; and 
 
WHEREAS, Parks and Recreation planning staff utilized input from Mountain View Community 
Council, Duldida Community Advisory Group and the Boys and Girls Club to guide the 
improvement of the playground at Duldida Park; and 
 

WHEREAS, the improved playground as presented will provide new all-inclusive turf surfacing, 
upgraded circulation patterns, updated play equipment, and other amenities to improve the park 
users experience; 
 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Anchorage Parks and Recreation Commission 
approves the proposed design for the Playground Improvements at Duldida Park. 
  

PASSED AND APPROVED by the Anchorage Parks and Recreation Commission this 11th day of 
February, 2016.   
  

_____________________________ 
       Chair  
       Parks and Recreation Commission  
 
 
ATTEST:  
________________________________ 
John Rodda, Director 
Parks & Recreation Department 

http://www.muni.org/departments/parks


BE APART OF THE IMPROVEMENTS!

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE?

BE APART OF THE IMPROVEMENTS!
- Volunteer at the 2016 fix it event
- Join the commmunity advisory group and give your input 
- GIVE INPUT THROUGH SURVEYS, AND/OR CONTACT THE PARK PLANNER  WITH YOUR IDEAS!
- MEET YOUR COMMUNITY MEMBERS AND PARTICIPATE IN THE PUBLIC PROCESS

2016 DULDIDA PARK IMPROVEMENTS2016 DULDIDA PARK IMPROVEMENTS2016 DULDIDA PARK IMPROVEMENTS

Themed 
Play?

NATURE
INSPIRED

PLAy?

INCLUSIVE 
PLAY?INCLUSIVE 

PLAY?
GROUP 
PLAY?

PARKS  AND  RECREATION  CONTACT:
Park PLANNER Taylor Keegan  

CONTACT: 907-343-4355  or KEEGANTH@muni.org
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Strengths: 

• 6% of Children in Mountain View have a disability according to census 
data 

• POUR in place pads below slide are better than pebble stone
• Typically have good relationship with churches and use lots to park 

for off-street parking
• Trees surrounding the park provide a nice edge that promotes place-

making And windbreak
• Highly walkable neighborhood; many children ride bikes to park
• The wall creates opportunities for ownership, art (but cons such as 

wall height and location may outweigh this)

WEAKNESSES:
• Materials like wood are fine, but not great
• Pebble surfacing is not great, and also makes pads slippery
• Maybe the pay doesn’t go where most pedestrians go
• Limited lighting on-site
• more transient residents which creates different time line for 

nostalgia COMMUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
STAKEHOLDERS FROM ANCHORAGE LAND TRUST, PROGRAMS 

FOR INFANTS AND CHILDREN, ANCHORAGE PARK FOUNDATION 
AND THE ARC. 

STAKEHOLDERS INCLUDE TEEN NIGHT, AND MANY HIGH 
SCHOOL MALES ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT BASKETBALL (i.e. AT 

THE CLUB FOR THE OPEN GYM HOURS).  

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB

DULDIDA PLAYGROUND
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Duldida Playground

SITE PHOTOS (EXISTING)

SURVEY RESPONSES 

FUNDING AND OVERVIEW: 
• Duldida Park is located with in the Mountain View Community Council, at the intersection of Thompson and Hoyt in the residential area of Mountain view. 
• It is a neighborhood USe park, that currently has play equipment for  2-12 year olds. The surfacing is Pebble Stone, and the playground equipment was 

last updated in early 2000s. There is on-street Parking, and an open grassy area that is popular for open play
• TOTAL FUNDING for Park improvements IS $271K 
• The breakdown is as follows- $90,000 from a Private Donor, $65K from Clean and Green Rasmuson Funding, $20k from APF inclusive Funding via the 

Reitman Foundation and a $96K Grant from the Land Water Conservation Fund. 
• Construction is projected to take place during the summer of 2016

Looking at the  context of duldida within the community  compared to other playgrounds, Existing Site Photos, the Historic Site Photos, recording 
Strengths and Constraints of the Site, and collecting survey responses design choices were made; the project is currently going through Design 
development with a playground representative- please contact park planner taylor keegan if you have any feedback or suggestions at keeganth@muni.org 
or 343-4355.

SITE PHOTOS (HISTORIC)
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CONTEXT: SURROUNDING PARKS AND SCHOOLS 

Eligible Sites
Any owner of property within the boundaries of the Mt. View Commercial 
Corridor is eligible to apply for program funding.  Tenants may apply for 
funding only with the written authorization of the property owner.  For 
questions regarding eligibility, please contact the Anchorage Community 
Land Trust.  Funds for the Façade Improvement Program are available on a 
first come, first serve basis.  Eligible buildings are commercial buildings 
with facades visible from Mountain View Drive.  As detailed below, 
applicants will be required to demonstrate financial capacity to meet the 
program match-funding requirements, and must be current on all property 
taxes, mortgages, and insurance.  
Non-eligible sites include: 
• Tax delinquent properties
• Property in condemnation
• Property owned by a religious group
• Property owned by 501(c)3 on which taxes are not being paid
• Residential buildings
• National franchises or retail chain stores

Eligible Improvements
The following improvements are eligible to receive funding from ACLT under the Façade 
Improvement Program.  The listed improvements are recommended to improve the 
appearance, unify and add coherence to the Mountain View commercial corridor and 
improve customer traffic.  Improvements should be ‘in harmony’ with surrounding 
buildings. 

All eligible projects must be permanent façade improvements, including:

• Wall repair (stucco, brick, wood replacement or repair)
• Exterior cleaning and painting
• Signage (see below)
• Exterior building lighting (see below)
• Removal of old signs, awnings, and other exterior clutter
• Replacement of existing doors, windows and awnings with new comparable elements.

Signage and lighting improvements are a high priority for the program.  The addition or 
replacement of signage and lighting for buildings should be a carefully considered and be 
seen as an opportunity to significantly enhance the appearance of the buildings and their 
streetscapes. 

Additional improvements will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

Design Considerations to be Noted
• Scale – Proportional and compatible with size of storefront
• Placement – Easily seen by potential customers
• Lettering – Legible and attractive
• Color – Compatible with the rest of the building façade
• Attractiveness – Signage creates an attractive, cohesive storefront

Ineligible Activities
• New Construction
• Landscaping
• Non-visible roofing
• Parking Lots
• Non-permanent signs and billboards
• Interior Renovation
• Property Acquisition
• Improvements that are in progress when application is made to the 
 program or completed prior to grant approval
• Architectural, design and drafting costs
• Structural alterations

The Program is a cooperative effort designed to beautify Mountain View’s commercial properties in order to enhance the physical appearance and economic vitality of businesses in the Mountain View commercial 
corridor.  This program assists in the implementation of the “Mountain View in Motion” plan developed jointly by the Anchorage Community Land Trust, the Mountain View Community Council and commercial and resident 
stakeholders. The document that follows contains general recommendations for facade elements such as lighting, color, materials and signage, to serve as a guide to future program participants as they develop their 
aesthetic vision for facade improvements. In an effort to identify consistent design elements that would reinforce and contribute to a sense of place for the Mountain View neighborhood, the scope of analysis leading up to 
the development of these recommendations involved an investigation of recently improved facades and new construction in Mountain View, as well as current examples of commercial and retail architecture elsewhere.
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Mountain View Facade Improvement Program
Project Overview and Design Guidelines

Project Overview

The first five property owners to participate 
in the program are Alaska Butcher Supply, 
the Alaska Museum of Natural History, E&S 
Diversified, Hula Hands, and AHFC’s Lane 
Street 8-Plexes.

The map at right indicates the approximate 
location of these entities within the 
neighborhood context, and the photos at 
left represent existing conditions at those 
properties during the winter of 2012.

Recommendation: 
Program participants should thoroughly 
photograph their existing properties 
(in winter and summer), with special 
attention to primary views from the nearest 
pedestrian and vehicular throroughfare. 
This documentation will be of benefit in 
determining where and how to make facade 
improvements--particularly when placing 
and sizing signage elements.
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Alaska Butcher Supply                       4507 Mountain View Drive

AHFC Lane Street 8-Plexes                    301, 321, and 332 Lane Street

E&S Diversified                         4433 Mountain View Drive

Alaska Museum of Natural History                      201 North Bragaw Street

Hula Hands                          4630 Mountain View Drive 5

Area Map
Mountain View Neighborhood

Participating Property Owners
Photo Documentation of Existing Conditions

11 Special Olympics of Alaska  3200 Mountain View Drive

Clark Middle School 150 Bragaw Street

12 Gateway Mall                3024 Mountain View Drive

3 Park Place Village            

            Mountain View Drive

1 Mountain View Service Center                   161 Klevin Street

Success by Six                    3350 Mountain View Drive

7 Mountain View Neighborhood Library          

        120 Bragaw Street

        4133 Mountain View Drive        4113 Mountain View Drive

2 Mountain View Village  Lofts  

  4200 Mountain View Drive

6 Credit Union 1   5 Chanlyut Facility  4 Mountain View Diner                

9

10

Hickel Properties Strip Mall (Red Apple)        131 Bragaw Street8

115 North Bragaw Street

The 12 properties on this page represent 
recent neighborhood improvements, and 
form the basis for the design guidelines to 
follow. 

Stone, Corrugated Metal & Warm Saturated Color, CanopiesSynthetic Stucco, Corrugated Metal & Warm Saturated Color, Canopies

Painted CMU, Corrugated Metal, Warm Saturated Color, Wood Accents, Bold Graphics

Painted CMU, Corrugated Metal, Warm Saturated Color, Bold Graphics , Gooseneck Lights

Synthetic Stucco,Corrugated Metal, Warm Saturated Color, Wood Accents, Bold Graphics , Gooseneck Lights Resin Panel, Corrugated Metal, Warm Saturated Color Synthetic Stucco, Corrugated Metal, Warm Saturated Color, Bold Graphics

Corrugated Metal, Warm Rich Color

Synthetic Stucco, Corrugated Metal, Bold & Colorful Fonts & Graphics for Signage

Resin Panel Stone, Corrugated Metal, Warm Saturated Color

Painted CMU, Wood Accents, Bold Graphic Signage
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Goals for New Facade Improvements:
• Colors with relatively saturated hues of medium intensity, paired with medium greys and natural materials.
• Tertiary colors within warm/active spectrum, ranging from green to red-purple.

 red-intense, passionate, strong, love, energy
 greens - nature, growth, freshness, healing, safety, money
 oranges - warm, stimulating, enthusiasm, happiness, success, creative
 yellows - sunshine, joy, cheerfulness, intellect, energy

• Colors relating to each other in monochromatic, analagous, complimentary & split-complimentary relationships.
• Colors with medium to dark values.
• Using color to articulate shifts in plane and/or architectural features

Goals for New Facade Improvements:
• Durable materials to withstand heavy use, harsh winter enviroment and vandalism.
• Low maintenance materials, to prolong frequent repainting/repair/replacement.
• Economical materials.
• Upgraded materials utilized in smaller quantities for visual impact 
• Utilizing different materials on differing building planes, to highlight variation in building massing and/or key 

architectural features.

MonochromaticAnalagous

Split
Complimentary Complementary

Anchorage Community Land Trust
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Assessment

Stone, Masonry and 
Cultured Stone Facing

Prefinished Corrugated Metal Panels

Upgraded Finishes:
Resin Panel Products
Insulated Metal Panel
Porcelain Tile
Wood Accents
Fencing

Vinyl and Fiber Cement Lap Siding, 
Fiber Cement Shingle and Panel Paint on Existing Finishes

EIFS  Synthetic Stucco Products

Assessment

Warm
Neutral Green Accent

Yellow-Green Accent

Orange-Red Accent

Red-Magenta Accent Tertiary Color 
Types

Gold Accent

Cool
Neutral 

Varied Color Relationships

Color Exterior Materials

FAIRVIEW LIONS PARK TYSON ELEMENTARY W.B. Lyons Park Mountain View 
Elementary

DAvid Rose Park RUSSIAN JACK SPRINGS  LIONS PARK
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DULDIDA PLAYGROUND



DULDIDA PLAYGROUND

PARK IMPROVEMENTS: 
• For Duldida Park Playground, the most important Improvements are to update the play equipment, Safety 

Surfacing, and create more open areas for a more diverse user group to engage each other and play
• As major stakeholders in the advisory input have been organizations like arc of anchorage, program 

for infants and children, the mountain view boys and girls club, and anchorage land trust. Through this 
inclusivity has been a focus in the design development of the park.  

• A Plaza will be Incorporated To provide more passive activities, and to promote more diverse use in the 
park; recently it was articulated to us by Cody Golberg of Harper’s Playground in Portland that the 
must successful playgrounds are not just playgrounds, but play environments that encorporate plazas 

and welcome a wide variety of users. 
• Additional Improvements Include improving existing circulation, creating a more welcoming interaction between the 

playground and street by demolishing walls along the Hoyt Side of the Playground. 
• Retaining open space was a driver in the circulation improvements; as many of the residential structures are not single 

family homes and contain multiple famlies, we wanted to ensure that this public open space remained for people who 
are not able to enjoy a personal yard. 

• Additionally, to create a quieter area for gathering, an additional area nearby the ally enterence will have some sort 
of seating area and incorporate plantings. 

PROPOSED PLAN VIEW
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PLAYGROUND UPGRADES

SWINGING; specifically collaborative 
multi-user experience

CLIMBING AND SLIDING

PLAY/promoting collaboration 
and inclusivity through diverse 
levels of play

PROMOTING COLLABORATION with 
Platformed spinning structures
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